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In high-frequency circuit design, performance is often limited by the qual-

ity of the passive components available for a particular process. Specifically, spiral

inductors can be a major bottle-neck for Voltage-Controlled Oscillators (VCOs),

Low-Noise Amplifiers (LNAs), mixers, etc. For designers to correctly optimize a cir-

cuit using a spiral inductor, several frequency-domain characteristics must be known

including the quality factor (Q), total inductance, and the self-resonant frequency.

This information can be difficult to predict for spirals built on lossy silicon substrates

because of the complicated frequency-dependent loss mechanisms present.

The first part of this research addresses the need for a scalable, predictive

model for obtaining the frequency domain behavior of spiral inductors on lossy

silicon substrates. The technique is based on the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit

(PEEC) method and is a flexible approach to modelling spiral inductors. The basic

PEEC technique is also enhanced to efficiently include the frequency dependent

eddy-currents in the lossy substrate through a new complex-image method. This

enhanced PEEC approach includes all of the major non-ideal effects including the

conductor-skin and proximity effects, as well as the substrate-skin effect. The
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approach is applied to octagonal spiral inductors and comparisons with measure-

melts are presented.

To complement the scalable enhanced-PEEC model, a new wide-band corn-

pact equivalent circuit model is presented which is suitable for time-domain simu-

lations. This model achieves wide-band accuracy through the use of "transformer-

loops" to model losses caused by the magnetic field. A fast extraction technique

based on a least squares fitting procedure is also described. Results are presented

for a transformer-loop compact model extracted from measurements.

The combination of an accurate scalable model and a wide-band compact

equivalent-circuit model provides a complete modelling methodology for spiral in-

ductors on lossy silicon.
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Modelling of On-Chip Spiral Inductors for Silicon
RFICs

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background and Motivation

Since its invention in 1958 [1], the integrated circuit (IC) has influenced

nearly every part of modern life. First, and so far most importantly, the IC en-

abled the development of the modern microprocessor. This early focus on digital

applications began a continuing trend of higher levels of integration, reduced power

consumption, and higher clock speeds. More recently, mixed-signal ICs have become

increasingly popular, with an emphasis on multi-gigahertz frequencies and increased

levels of integration, i.e. "System on a Chip" (SoC). To reduce the cost of creating

such ICs, manufacturers have focused their efforts on silicon processes with well-

developed CMOS devices. To enable the design of analog circuits for the 1 to 10

GHz region, SiGe "BiCMOS" processes have been developed that combine low-cost

CMOS technology with high performance heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs)

having transition frequencies (Ft) in the 50 GHz region [2].

In spite of these advances, passive devices remain a major bottle-neck for

high performance mixed-signal radio-frequency ICs (RFICs). A particularly frus-

trating example is the planar spiral inductor originally developed for use on printed

circuit boards [3]. As with all other passive components, the inductor was destined

to make its way onto silicon, although its path was perhaps the roughest. In 1966,
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researchers at Motorola were among the first to publish results for a spiral inductor

fabricated on a silicon substrate [4]. Their 20-turn spiral measured 0.33 inches in

diameter and was deposited on silicon having a resistivity of 50 il-cm. After re-

porting an inductance of 2.3 1tH and peak quality factor (Q) of approximately 5,

they summarized their findings by stating that "... it seems likely that any nec-

essary inductance will be placed external to the monolithic circuit." Eleven years

later, in 1977, researchers Temes and Lapatra used a more theoretical argument to

show that on-chip inductors were impractical [5]. Essentially, they showed that if

all linear dimensions of an inductor are scaled by a factor x, where 0 < x < 1,

the quality factor of an inductor scales in proportion to x2. They also listed five

convincing drawbacks to using inductors in microelectronic applications, including

noise coupling, size, etc. Research in spiral inductors continued, however, and by

the late 1980's many researchers had demonstrated the usefulness of spiral induc-

tors on low-loss substrates such as GaAs [6]. The final step of demonstrating a

successful implementation of spiral inductors on a silicon IC came in 1990 and can

be attributed to Meyer and Nguyen [7]. These researchers showed that a passive

five-pole maximally-flat low-pass filter designed with a cutoff frequency of 880 MHz

could be successfully implemented in a commercial silicon process using two rect-

angular spiral inductors. They were able to obtain very good results in spite of

the fact that the inductors had Q's of less than 10. Meyer and Nguyen attributed

their success, in part, to advances in lithographic techniques which allowed metal

widths and pitches in the low micron range, thereby increasing the inductance per

unit area. In all, it took nearly 25 years of engineering before spiral inductors were

successfully used in a silicon integrated circuit.
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As the wireless revolution forces more designs to operate in the 1 to 10

GHz region, the on-chip spiral inductor has emerged as indispensable for numerous

applications. At the time of this writing, spiral inductors are commonly used in

silicon RFICs and enable high performance circuits such as Low Noise Amplifiers

(LNAs) [8], Voltage-Controlled Oscillators (VCOs) [9], mixers, power amplifiers [10],

and filters [111. It is easy to assume, in light of their present popularity, that spiral

inductors on silicon substrates are simple to model. In fact, spiral inductors on

silicon suffer from several non-ideal loss effects that must be taken into account to

create a successful design. The next section discusses several of these loss effects

qualitatively as well as ideas researchers have proposed to reduce their impact on

the performance of spiral inductors.

1.2. Loss Mechanisms of Spiral Inductors on Silicon Substrates

The major loss mechanisms present in spiral inductors on silicon substrates

can, for the most part, be divided into two categories: electric field losses and

magnetic field losses. A third category involving radiation losses can be included,

but for the purposes of this research these losses are assumed to be negligible. This

assumption is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. The electric and magnetic

fields around a spiral inductor are caused by the time-varying surface-charges and

conductor currents that are impressed on and inside the inductor metallization.

These fields can penetrate deep into the silicon substrate below a spiral inductor.

Because of the resistive nature of the substrate, the time-varying fields result in

frequency-dependent ohmic losses. The interaction between the spiral inductor and
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the lossy substrate is at the root of many of the difficulties in modelling spiral

inductors on silicon.

1.2.1. Electric Field Losses

The electric field created by charges on the surfaces of the spiral inductor

not only couples the spiral inductor to the substrate but also creates electric cou-

pling among the various segments of the inductor. The interaction between the

time-varying electric field and the substrate is illustrated in Figure 1.1. At low fre-

quencies the electric field causes shunt displacement currents to flow through the

oxide and mostly conduction currents in the substrate. As frequency increases, the

currents in the substrate become increasingly dominated by displacement currents.

Differences in electric potential between various parts of the spiral metallization

can also generate frequency dependent losses. Figure 1.2 illustrates the "nearest-

neighbor" coupling which leads to lateral displacement currents. The lateral electric

field interaction can also generate ohmic losses in the substrate depending on the

distance of the spiral inductor from the surface of the substrate.

1.2.2. Magnetic Field Losses

A time-varying magnetic field is created by the the impressed currents flowing

in the metallization of the spiral inductor. This magnetic field not only links each

of the segments, but also links the spiral inductor to the substrate.

The proximity and conductor- skin effects can be attributed to the more

localized magnetic fields between the spiral segments. Figure 1.3 shows some of

the magnetic field lines that are created by one segment and pierce another. There











ral inductor and the grounded shield. Approaching the problem from a completely

different angle, several researchers have proposed to simply remove the offending

silicon from below a spiral inductor [19]- [21]. Using special etching techniques, a

spiral can be suspended, virtually in free-space, above the ground-plane. Unfortu-

nately, the area surrounding the spiral inductor is rendered less-usable for active

devices because of the diminished substrate.

Perhaps the most exotic improvement to date is the development of vertical

planar spiral inductors using Plastic Deformation Magnetic Assembly (PDMA) [221,

[231. This method reduces interactions between the substrate and the spiral inductor

by aligning the spiral inductor perpendicular to the surface of the substrate.

While all of these methods provide some improvement to the spiral inductors

performance, they are incremental at best. Until a new, much improved, generation

of inductors is developed for silicon ICs, designers must be able to accurately predict

how a proposed spiral inductor will be affected by electric- and magnetic-field losses

before they can use it in a design. In general, modern spiral inductors must be

analyzed using rigorous EM-based simulations. There are currently several options

available to the RF designer when choosing a simulation tool.

1.4. Conventional Characterization and Modelling Techniques

Currently, several different methods exist for characterizing spiral inductors.

Commercial "2.5-D" simulators such as Agilents's Momentum [24] and Sonnet Soft-

ware's Sonnet Suites [25] are both based on the Method of Moments (MoM) and can

provide accurate results for a range of planar spiral inductor structures. Complex

multi-layer inductors may require full-wave, 3-D simulators such as Ansoft's HFSS
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[26] which can provide very accurate results using the Finite Element (FE) method

at the cost of long simulation times. An alternative analysis method known as the

Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method has recently been gaining in

popularity. Originally applied to micro-electronics problems by A.E. Ruehli in 1974

[27], PEEC provides a methodology for replacing complicated 3-D electromagnetic

problems with ideal equivalent circuits. It has since been used in both commer-

cial and public-domain simulation tools. Examples of current PEEC-based software

for analyzing spiral inductors include Cadence Design Systems' Passive Component

Modeler (part of the Spectre-RF simulator) [28], National Technical University of

Athen's SISP [29], and University of California, Berkeley's ASITIC [30]. The major

drawback of the traditional PEEC approach is the need to subdivide all conductive

portions of a structure, including the substrate for a spiral inductor problem. The

research presented in this thesis concentrates, in part, on an alternative PEEC for-

mulation where the effects of the lossy substrate are included using a complex image

approach coupled with closed-form equations for partial inductance.

While the programs and techniques already mentioned are useful for finding

the frequency domain behavior of a spiral inductor, there is also a need for compact

equivalent-circuit models which circuit designers can use in time- and frequency-

domain circuit simulations. These equivalent-circuit models typically consist of a

minimum number of ideal circuit elements. One of the most popular compact models

for spiral inductors is the "nine-element" model [31], [32]. Unfortunately, this model

neglects several major magnetic-field loss effects present in spiral inductors on lossy

silicon substrates. This restricts the use of the nine-element model to narrow-band

applications. A major portion of the research presented in this thesis concentrates on

a new, wide-band, compact equivalent-circuit model suitable for spiral inductors on
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high-loss substrates, as well as a fast extraction technique to obtain the component

values of the model from S-parameter data.

1.5. Organization of the Study

This thesis presents a complete modelling methodology for spiral inductors

on lossy silicon substrates. Emphasis is given to rectangular and octagonal spiral

inductors as these are currently the most popular geometries on common CMOS and

BiCMOS process. The research is divided into two major parts, scalable modelling

and compact, equivalent circuit modelling of spiral inductors.

Chapter 2 describes a scalable, predictive model for spiral inductors on lossy

silicon substrates. The chapter begins by developing the basic PEEC model for a

simple rectangular spiral inductor. The PEEC analysis allows the complex electro-

magnetic problem to be replaced by an equivalent distributed circuit model. The

basic model is then extended to include the skin and proximity effects through

discretization of the spiral segments. Magnetic field losses in the substrate are

efficiently included using a complex image approach coupled with available closed-

form equations for partial inductance. Electric field effects are included through a

transmission-line approximation based on a fast Spectral Domain Approach (SDA).

It is then discussed how the complete equivalent circuit can be solved for the two-

port Y-parameters using modified nodal analysis (MNA).

Chapter 3 presents a wide-band, compact equivalent circuit model for spiral

inductors on heavily doped substrates. The model is based on the transformer

analogy of the coupling between the spiral metallization and the lossy substrate.

This "transformer-loop" model consists of only ideal components and is suitable
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for time-domain simulations. The new compact model is complemented by a fast

extraction methodology based on a least-squares fitting procedure.

Chapter 4 shows results for the scalable model for spiral inductors on high-

and low-loss silicon substrates. The new compact model is also extracted from

measurements from the spiral inductor on high-loss substrate. A comparison with

measurements from the two spiral inductors is shown for both models.

Chapter 5 concludes the study and suggests possible directions for future

research.



2. SCALABLE MODELLING

2.1. Introduction

13

The design of spiral inductors for high-frequency applications can be a diffi-

cult task. In many circuits, the success of the design can depend almost entirely on

several aspects of the frequency domain behavior of the integrated spiral inductors.

The inductors self-resonant frequency, for instance, must occur far enough above

the circuit's bandwidth so as to not interfere with the circuits operation. It is also

vital in many applications that the one-port Q, Qii, is above a certain level in the

frequency range of interest. The total inductance, L11, can vary with frequency and

must be within acceptable limits. These characteristics and several others must be

verified before a circuit using a spiral inductor is fabricated, as the cost of produc-

ing multiple generations can be prohibitive. Unfortunately, the frequency-dependent

losses associated with a silicon substrate can make it especially difficult to predict

(with any accuracy) a spiral inductors frequency domain behavior. Typically, a

time-consuming full-wave simulation is performed to verify the prospective spiral

design. If the goal is to optimize as well as verify the layout of the spiral, the time

involved is multiplied by the number of design iterations.

For these reasons, a quasi-static characterization technique has been devel-

oped, based on the PEEC approach. This method utilizes the relationship between

electromagnetic analysis and circuit theory. The PEEC approach has already been

used to analyze spiral inductors with varying degrees of success ([291, [30], [33]).

What makes this implementation different is its ability to efficiently include the

effects of the lossy substrate. In the traditional PEEC approach, the conductive

substrate would be sub-divided along with all other conductors, involving much
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computation time and leading to a very large equivalent circuit. A simple, efficient

alternative is presented which uses complex image theory combined with closed-form

equations for partial inductance to eliminate the need to discretize the substrate.

This approach is similar to that presented in [34] for analyzing on-chip transmission

lines. The major draw-back to this technique is that the resulting equivalent circuit

contains frequency dependent components. This implies that the circuit must be as-

sembled and solved at each frequency point of interest if traditional circuit solution

techniques are to be used.

To clarify the PEEC approach, Section 2.2 describes the mathematical de-

velopment of the traditional PEEC model. Section 2.3 builds on this basic model

by including the conductor skin and proximity effects. Sub-sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3

describe methods for efficiently including substrate effects. Finally, Section 2.4 de-

scribes how Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) can be used to solve the enhanced

PEEC model at each frequency point.

2.2. Simplified PEEC Model of Rectangular Spiral Inductor

In order to make this development more meaningful to the specific problem

of modeling spiral inductors, the PEEC model for a single turn rectangular spiral

inductor is described. It can be assumed, for the time being, that this spiral inductor

is suspended in a lossless dielectric half-space above a perfectly conducting ground

plane. This simplified model is useful for showing the relationship between Maxwell's

equations and basic circuit theory. In the following, a formulation similar to the

Method of Moments will be used to transform the differential equation (2.1) into a

summation of coupled circuit equations which describe the partial element equivalent
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circuit for the structure shown in Figure 2.1. Ports have been placed according to

Porti Port2

FIGURE 2.1. Single-turn rectangular spiral inductor in free-space.

where the structure would most likely be excited. The sources of the electric field

in the structure can be summed as

DA(r,t) J(r,t)
E0(r,t) = V1(r,t) + + (2.1)

where E0 is the applied electric field and the terms on the RHS of (2.1) are due to

charges and currents flowing in the conductors. This relationship can be developed

from Maxwell's equations and is derived in Appendix A. The first term on the RHS,

V1, is due to free charges on the surfaces of the conductor system, the second term,

is related to the magnetic field due to time-varying currents, while the third

term, describes the ohmic relationship between the electric field and current.

The vector magnetic potential A and the electric potential, c1, can be related to the

currents and charges of the structure using the following quasistatic relationships

A(r, t) = L CA(r, r')J(r', t)dv' (2.2)
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(r, t)
f

G(r, r')p(r', t)dv' (2.3)

where GA and G are appropriate Green's functions. In both of these formulas the

retardation effects have been neglected. This assumption effectively removes any

radiation losses from our model.

It is important to make a distinction between the lack of radiation losses in

the model and the possibility of distributed effects, i.e. transmission line effects.

It is well known that typical spiral inductors are constructed from segments of on-

chip microstrip transmission lines. In light of this, it can be expected that at a

high enough frequency, a spiral inductor would exhibit transmission-line behavior

such as standing wave phenomena and a noticeable time delay between ports. The

PEEC approach, as described in [27], inherently includes these effects by allowing

the voltage and current to vary spatially in all three dimensions as well as in time.

The amount of spatial variation allowed in the model (i.e. the "mesh size")

directly affects the complexity of the resulting equivalent circuit as well as the accu-

racy of the solution. At one extreme, the equivalent circuit will be very compact but

inaccurate, at the other, more accurate extreme, the circuit becomes prohibitively

large. Because of this tradeoff, it is important to understand which parts of a spiral

inductor contain non-negligible spatial variations in current and voltage over the

frequency range of interest. For now, the variation over the crossection of the spiral

inductor is ignored, this will be addressed in Section 2.3. Concentrating on the

variation along the length of the spiral inductor, a convenient choice is to assume

that the individual straight segments can be modelled as having neglible variation

along their lengths. This assumption can be considered quantitatively by examining

the ratio of the length of the longest spiral segment, R, and the wavelength, \, on

a similar microstrip transmission line. If this ratio is much less than unity over the
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frequency range of interest then the spatial variation can be considered negligible,

[35]. In this development the transmission line is considered to be suspended in

free-space above a perfect ground plane similar to the single-turn spiral inductor in

Figure 2.1. The resulting wavelength is given by

1

-f (2.4)

It is also assumed that the longest segment would be 300 microns, a very conservative

estimate for modern spiral inductors. The result can be seen in Figure 2.2, it is

obvious that the spatial variation along the length of each segment of a typical

spiral inductor can be safely ignored until well above 10GHz.

"0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Frequency(GHz)

FIGURE 2.2. Ratio of segment length to free-space wavelength for microstrip.

Now that a mesh size has been chosen, the unkown currents in the spiral can

be discretized accordingly.

J(r,t) = pI(t) (2.5)



Equation 2.5 involves a summation over the four segments that make up the single-

turn inductor structure. The function p, is defined as

( inside segment i
= a

(2.6)
I.. 0 otherwise

where a is the crossectional area of segment i. The direction of each of the terms in

the summation is defined by the unit vectors i with orientations that are described in

Figure 2.3. These unit vectors describe the assumed direction for positive current in

Ii

/2

'4

'3

FIGURE 2.3. Current directions in inductor structure.

each of the segments. The time varying magnitude of the current in each segment

is described by I(t). It should be pointed out that the ends of the segments in

Figure 2.3 have been extended to meet at a half-way point in the 90 degree angle,

as opposed to discretizing the corners. This simplification is made to reduce the

complexity of the equivalent circuit. Circuit nodes are conveniently placed at the
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end points of all of the segments. Finally, it is important to notice that (2.5) assumes

that the segment currents are uniform over the crossection of each segment. This

simplification effectively removes the conductor skin and proximity effects which are

addressed in Section 2.3.

Next, the unknown charge distribution is discretized

p(r,t) = umqm(t) (2.7)
m=1

where m is defined as

(1 on charge surface m
(2.8)

0 otherwise

and qm(t) is the time-varying surface charge density on charge cell m. Figure 2.4

shows an appropriate choice of surface charge cell divisions. Because the potential

FIGURE 2.4. Example charge cell divisions.



is assumed to be constant over each of the surface charge cells it is important that

they only contact one node each.

and,

Next, (2.5) and (2.7) can be substituted into (2.2) and (2.3)

/4
A(r,t) = f G(r,r') P1i(t)l) dv'

i=1

= ( 1 GA(rr')dv)] (2.9)
[

a
i= 1

/5
(r, t) f G(r, r')

(

Umm(t)) dv'
m=1

q(t) ( 1 c(rr')ds)] (2.10)
L JS'm

By combining (2.1), (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10) the following result is obtained

E0(r,t)
>1pIj(t)I,

0

+raI(t) ii
(1 GA(r,r')dat a

v)j
=i L

+ [m(t) ( / G(rr')ds)] (2.11)
m=1 JS'm

Next, to generate a set of coupled equations that describe the circuit, the inner

product of both sides of (2.11) is taken with an appropriate testing function:

(E0(r,t),pl)
0

[aIj(t) (I
GA(rr')dv) ] ,pj)+(

Ot a
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+ [qmtv (f C(r,r')dsc)] ,Pjhj) (2.12)

For this purpose, the inner product can be defined as

(a, = f(a. )dv (2.13)

where the volume integral is over the entire problem space. The testing functions

have been chosen to be the same as the basis functions used in (2.5). This approach

is similar to the Galerkin Method, [36], but the resulting equations will differ because

of the basis functions used for the charge distribution.

Each of the terms in (2.12), with a sufficient amount of algebra, can be

interpreted as various ideal circuit elements such as resistors, self and mutual induc-

tances, and capacitances. Historically, these components have been referred to as

partial elements (i.e. partial resistances, partial inductances, etc., [271, [371)- The

following sections describe how each term is specifically related to an appropriate

partial element. The resulting set of coupled circuit equations are the same as those

found using Kirchoff's circuital laws.

2.2.1. Branch Voltages

The LHS of (2.12) can be related to the applied electric field as follows

(E0(r, t), pj) = f (E0(r, t) . p)dvj

f' /E0(r,t)

L a
. di) da

1= f (f E0(r, t) . dl) da

Ii
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=
f

[(r,t) (r,t)] da

= I(t) 11(t) (2.14)

where I(r, t) and t1(r, t) are the potentials at the positive and negative ends of

branch j. These potentials are functions of the positions at the end-faces until the

final step where the average over the end-faces is taken. The final result of (2.14)

is the average voltage difference between nodes j and j + 1, or the voltage across

branch j.

2.2.2. Partial Resistances

The first term on the RHS of (2.12) relates the unkown current to a portion

of the induced electric field using the ohmic relationship. The inner product can be

evaluated as

- [ I(t)
a JV 3

=I(t).
aa

= 13(t) . R3 (2.15)

where R3 can be interpreted as the partial resistance of branch j and 13(t) is the

time-varying current in branch j.

2.2.3. Partial Self and Mutual Inductances

The second term on the RHS of (2.12) can be equated to the inductive

coupling within the conductor structure as follows
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[aI(t) (f
GA(rr')dv)] ,Pjlj)

at a

4[aij(t)

(').
(f

GA(rr')dv)] dv=I at aav

aI(t)

[(u) 1 I
CA(rr')dv'dv]

at
-

aa
i= 1

=i L aI(t)

at
(2.16)

j=1

The term inside square brackets is recognized as partial inductance. It is important

to note that the dot product of the unit vectors, 1, and ij, determines the sign

of the mutual partial inductances and results in zero mutual inductance for anti-

parallel segments. For practical implementations, closed form equations for partial

inductance can be found in [38] and [39].

2.2.4. Partial Capacitances

Finally, the third term on the RHS of (2.12) can be interpreted as a relation-

ship between charge and the potential of various parts of the conductor structure.

In general, the charge-potential relationship in a multi-conductor system can be

described using coefficients of potential. For an N conductor system the following

matrix equation can be written

Ii P11 P12 PiN Qi

P21 P22 P2N Q2

:

(2.17)

PN1 PN2 PNN QN
where I'N is the potential of conductor N with respect to ground, QN is the charge

on conductor N, and Pij are the coefficients of potential. These coefficients are
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constants that depend on the shapes of the conductors as well as the surrounding

media. In general,

1

f C(r,r')ds'Pij =
a3 j8.

(2.18)

where G(r, r') is the Green's function appropriate to the problem space. The term

r, refers to the fact that the resulting function must be evaluated in some way at

conductor i, examples are to average over conductor i (Galerkin's method), or to

simply take the value at a single point (Collocation method). These coefficients of

potential can be directly related to partial capacitances, [351. The resulting partial

capacitances can be represented by ideal capacitors that are connected amongst the

nodes of the equivalent circuit. In light of this relationship, the goal of the follow-

ing derivation is to relate the charges and potentials of the conductor system in

terms of the coefficients of potential, with the understanding that the partial capac-

itances follow directly from them. Specifically, it is desired to show the following

relationship:

= (Pm p)Qm(t)
m=1

(2.19)

where the L.H.S. of (2.19) is a simplified version of the third term on the RHS of

(2.12) and p and are the coefficients of potential between charge cell m and

the positive and negative ends of segment j respectively. With (2.19) as the goal,

the development can proceed from the third term on the RHS of (2.12)

(v Iqm(t)

(fm=1
5

=fv [qm(t) /
m=1

C(rr')ds)] ,pj)

C(rr')ds] . dvi
a3

To clarify what follows, a substitution is made

(2.20)
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Fm(r)f G(r,r')ds (2.21)

which can be substituted into (2.20).

15 1

fV
Iqm(t)Fm(r)j

dv
Lm=i

a3

15 1
1

f f
V q(t)Fm(r)

J
d2da (2.22)

aj a3 1 Lml ]

In general, the gradient function will result in a vector with components in each

direction. This result can be simplified by aligning the coordinate system properly

in relation to the conductor structure as shown in Figure 2.1. In this case the

gradient function combined with the dot product in (2.22) results in

r5 1

1 f
V [ q(t)Fm(r) da

a3 i m1 j
1 ' 1

15 1

=
aj Ja3 J

qm(t)Fm(r) d'jda
Lm=i i

Sr11
Iqm(t)f Frn(r)di] da (2.23)

m=1 L j

where can be either the x- or y-coordinate depending on the segment. At this

point another simplification must be introduced, in general

f 72 3JF(7,(,i)dy = F('y2,(,i) F('yi,C,i) (2.24)
71

This can be applied to the integrand of (2.23) in the following way

[m(t)f Fm(r)dj1
1 j

5

= qm(t)
J [Fm(r) Fm(r)] da

m=1 a3 a3



where

= Qm(t)

m=1

= Qm(t) [-]
m=1

im= I (IJ G(rr')dsin)üai
a3 Ja3 \am s,,
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(2.25)

(2.26)

in which the parenthetical expression is recognized as being the same as (2.18). The

integral over the cross-section of the segment takes place at the end-face and has

the effect of averaging the coefficient of potential over the crossection. The resulting

coefficients of potential can be related to partial capacitances using the relationships

stated in [35].

To address the practical necessity of calculating partial capacitances on mod-

em silicon processes, researchers have developed many advanced techniques [40],

[41], [42]. Section 2.3.3 describes an alternative method that finds partial capaci-

tances using a transmission-line approximation.

2.2.5. Complete Partial Element Equivalent Circuit

To summarize the results of the last several sections the equivalent circuit

for the conductor structure in Figure 2.1 is assembled. First, the system of coupled

circuit equations that is described by (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.19) can be stated

as

dIi(t) d13(t)
fl2 = R111 + L11

dt
M13

dt +(pmpjrn)Qm(t) (2.27)
m=1

d12(t) d14(t)
fl2 fl3 = R212 + L22

dt
*124

dt
+(pmpm)Qm(t) (2.28)

m=1
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d13(t) d11(t)
fl3 Ifl4 = R313 + L33

dt
M31

dt +(pmpm)Qm(t) (2.29)
m=l

d14(t) d12(t)
fl4 fl5 = R414 + L44

dt
M42

dt +(ptmpm)Qm(t) (2.30)
m=l

These equations can be recognized as relating branch voltages to branch currents

and charges on the surface of the conductor system. The equivalent circuit described

by eqs. (2.27), (2.28), (2.29), and (2.30) is shown in Figure 2.5. To clarify Figure

It
C44

C45 I

FIGURE 2.5. Equivalent circuit for single turn inductor.

2.5, only the self and nearest-node partial capacitances have been included in the

equivalent circuit, and only a portion of the shown components are labeled.

2.3. Extensions to the Basic PEEC Model

It has been shown that by using a quasi-static assumption, ideal equivalent

circuits can be found for spiral inductor structures. These equivalent circuits can be



valid into the GHz frequency region depending on the mesh size used in the analysis.

For spiral inductors on low-loss substrates, such as GaAs, it is rarely necessary to

extend the mesh beyond the spiral metallization. Spiral inductors on lossy silicon,

on the other hand, often interact with the substrate material. This means that the

substrate must be included as part of the mesh to produce an accurate model. This

can increase the number of computations as well as the complexity of the equivalent

circuit by several orders of magnitude. The next few sub-sections discuss efficient

methods for taking the substrate effects into account with a PEEC model as well as

a common technique for including the conductor-skin and proximity effects.

2.3.1. Spiral-Substrate Interaction Through the 111-Field

Consider the problem of a spiral inductor, at height h, on a lossless substrate

with a perfect ground plane as shown in Figure 2.6. The addition of a ground plane

(, /
h

/I

// Image

t:::::::::_::::::::::::' Spiral

FIGURE 2.6. Single-turn rectangular spiral on lossless substrate.

could be problematic, given that all well-known closed-form equations for partial
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where Liree_space contains partial self- and mutual-inductances for coupled segments

in free space and Limage contains only partial mutual inductances between the phys-

ical segments and their images. As the distance between the coupled segments and

the ground plane is varied, Liree_spce will be constant, while the entries of Ljmage

are inversely proportional to the distance. Specifically, for the coupled segment case

with reasonable dimensions, Figure 2.8 shows the self and mutual inductances as a

function of h. At small values of h, the coupling to the image conductors is large

I
a,
C)

a,
C)

V
C

a,

-------
- Free Space L

35 11 --
Free Space L12

30 - - - Total L11

- - Total L
12 /

/
15 ............................
to

5

100 10' 102

2h (tim)

FIGURE 2.8. Partial inductances of coupled segments as the distance to the
ground plane is varied.

causing the total inductance to decrease. As the height above the ground plane in-

creases, the total inductance is increasingly dominated by the free-space inductance.

This concept of total inductance as a function of height above a ground plane also

applies to spiral inductors as they are essentially a set of coupled conductor seg-

ments.
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= 10 S/rn
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10,000 S/rn24
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FIGURE 2.10. Real part of h6ff as a function of frequency for various substrate
resistivities.

substrate thickness. Hence, the effective substrate height is reduced and approaches

the limit of the oxide height. Again, the method of images can be used to replace

the ground plane with an image spiral inductor, as shown in Figure 2.11. Because of

the complex, frequency-dependent distance 2heff between the spiral inductor and its

image, it can be expected that Limage, and consequently Ltotai, will also be complex

and frequency dependent. This complex inductance can be interpreted using the

following relationships

and

L(W)totai = Re (L(heff)total) (2.34)

R())totai = wlrn (L(heff)total) + RDC (2.35)

where L(w)totat contains the frequency-dependent total partial inductances and R(w)

contains partial resistances due to the ohmic losses from eddy-currents in the sub-

strate as well as the DC resistances of the conductors. In general, R(W)totaj will
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/

//

FIGURE 2.11. Complex image spiral replacing the lossy substrate.

contain mutual partial resistances as well as the usual self partial resistances. These

mutual resistances arise because of the ohmic losses in the shared return paths for

currents in separate segments. To illustrate the frequency dependent inductance and

resistances described by (2.34) and (2.35), the case of coupled conductor segments

can be re-examined, this time on a lossy substrate with h0 and equal to 3tm

and 500im, respectively. The partial inductances and resistances for o = io S/rn

and ai = 10 S/rn can be seen in Figure 2.12(a) and (b) respectively.

For the o- = 10 S/rn case, the partial inductances and resistances vary little

over the frequency range. However, the u iO4 S/rn case is greatly affected by the

substrate skin effect. At low frequencies, the eddy-currents are negligible and the

inductances and resistances are close to their DC values. As frequency increases,

the eddy-currents increase in magnitude and are restricted more to the area directly

underneath the spiral inductor causing a strong opposing rnagnetic field. Ohmic

losses due to the eddy-currents also increase with frequency as the eddy-currents

increase and are restricted to a smaller cross-sectional area. This appears as an

increase in the series partial resistance.
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FIGURE 2.12. Frequency dependent partial inductance and resistance of coupled
segments on silicon.

To increase the usefulness of the complex image method, it has been extended

to substrates with an epitaxial layer (epi-layer). Epi-layer substrates have been

developed to reduce the occurrence of "latch-up" in CMOS circuits, a standard epi-

layer crossection is shown in Figure 2.13. The bulk silicon is usually made very

lossy, on the order of io S/m, while the epi-layer itself can be low loss, around 10

S/m. The lossy epi-layer substrate can be replaced with a perfect ground plane at

an effective complex distance from the spiral, as is shown in Figure 2.11, where the

new h611 is defined as

he1 fepi = h0 + (1 J) (!) (2.36)

where (f) is defined as

() tanh ((1 +i)) + (o(IP) tanh ((1 +i))
(237)(f)

+ (.)





2.3.2. Conductor Skin and Proximity Effects

It was assumed in Section 2.2 that the current in each segment of the con-

ductor structure was uniform over the crossection. This assumption may be valid at

low frequencies, depending on the crossectional size of the segments as well as the

conductivity. However, as frequency increases, the current becomes concentrated

at the periphery of the conductor crossection. This phenomenon is known as the

conductor skin-effect. Generally, if the crossectional size is much smaller than a

skin-depth, where the skin-depth is defined as

1
(2.40)

'./irf,ucx

then the conductor skin-effect can be ignored. The skin depth as a function of

frequency has been plotted in Figure 2.14 for a typical aluminum conductor. It can

10

E

0. -6

0
C

0)

1
L

10 lO9Frequency (Hz)10 10"

FIGURE 2.14. Skin depth for aluminum conductor.

be seen that the skin-effect will become noticeable between 1 and 2 GHz for an
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aluminum spiral with 2im metallization thickness. Obviously, for a scalable model

to be accurate to at least 10GHz, this effect must be included. Another effect which

is important even at low frequencies is the proximity effect. This effect is difficult

to describe quantitatively but can be approached qualitatively. Essentially, two or

more conductors that are physically close can have over-lapping magnetic fields,

causing non-uniform currents. This effect is also dependent on frequency and is

important in the 1 to 10GHz.

Both of these effects can be included in the PEEC model by using a technique

described in [43]. To capture the effect of non-uniform current distribution over the

conductors crossection, each individual conductor segment can be discretized into

multiple rectangular filaments. This technique is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Each of

FIGURE 2.15. Sub-division of segments into multiple filaments.

the individual filaments is treated as a separate conductor with a partial inductance

and resistance. The conductor skin effect is modeled through the partial mutual

inductances between individual filaments inside a single conductor. Partial mutual

inductances between filaments of different segments model the proximity effect.



Mathematically, this discretization can be summarized by reformulating (2.5)

as

J(r,t) = (2.41)

where the summation is now over all of the filaments in the entire conductor struc-

ture, and the functions p. and I(t) refer to the individual filaments. This change

is a minor one and carries through all of the derivations in Section 2.2. Perhaps

the most noticeable change is to the form of the equivalent circuit. As Figure 2.16

shows, each branch will now contain multiple, parallel branches containing partial

resistances and partial inductances.

I I
FIGURE 2.16. Equivalent circuit including the proximity and conductor

skin-effect.

2.3.3. Spiral-Substrate Coupling Through the E-Field

The coupling of signals through a iossy silicon substrate by the time-varying

electric field is a well known problem and has been studied extensively, [40]. In
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This technique obtains all of the necessary coupling information for the entire spiral

inductor with only two transmission line simulations, 3-coupled line and single line.

Due to the lossy substrate, the PUL line-parameters are frequency-dependent and

must be obtained at each frequency point of interest. The PUL line-parameters are

converted to partial components using the average lengths for mutual coupling and

actual lengths for self coupling.

2.4. Solution of the Complete Equivalent Circuit

To summarize the extended PEEC model presented in the previous sections,

the equivalent circuit for a 1.25 turn rectangular spiral, as shown in Figure 2.19, is

described. The equivalent circuit for this inductor is shown in Figure 2.20 where

Port 2

Port 1

FIGURE 2.19. 1.25 turn rectangular spiral inductor.
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all but the first and last segments have been omitted for clarification. Each seg-

ment is replaced with a parallel combination of partial resistances and inductances.

Magnetic coupling between the various filaments and segments is represented in

terms of mutual inductances and resistances. The electric coupling between each

segment and the ground plane is included through the parallel G-C sub-circuits con-

nected from each node to ground. Similar G-C sub-circuits are used to include the

electric coupling between segments one and five according to the nearest-neighbor

approximation.

FIGURE 2.20. Equivalent circuit for 1.25 turn spiral inductor.

In general, the equivalent circuit of the spiral inductors considered in this

research can be represented in terms of frequency-dependent network parameters.

Specifically, the two-port Y-parameters are sought because they provide useful infor-

mation about the frequency domain characteristics of the spiral inductor including



the inductance, resistance, and Q. The two-port Y-parameters are defined by the

matrix equation

ii Yu Y12 V1

= (2.42)
Y21 Y22 V2

where the current and voltages are defined in Figure 2.21. Because of their simple

ii i2

+0

Ly11

yi21
0+

Vi

0
y21 Y22]

v

0-

FIGURE 2.21. Current and voltage definitions for Y-parameters.

relationship to the voltages and currents at the ports of the equivalent circuit, the Y-

parameters can be found in a straight-forward manner. The Y-parameters, Ylx and

Y2x, can be found by applying a unit voltage source to port x and shorting the other

port to ground. The branch currents at the ports give the desired Y-parameters

with perhaps a sign change to account for the defined current directions.

In the following, Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA), [45], [46], is presented as

an efficient method for finding the branch currents, and hence the Y-parameters, of

the equivalent circuits of spiral inductors. MNA was chosen because of its ability to

provide a solution for the complete equivalent circuit while using separate network

descriptions for the R-L-M and G-C portions of the circuit. This is important

because of the variable complexity of each sub-circuit depending on the number



of filaments-per-segment and the coupling approximation used. This separation is

clear in the general tableau formulation of MNA which can be stated as

J,,, AlYblA A2 V
= (2.43)

V./b2 Yb2A Zb2 'b2

The sub-matrices in (2.43) with a subscript of "1" are used to describe a portion of

the equivalent circuit with a branch admittance formulation. The sub-matrices with

a subscript of "2" describe a part of the circuit with a branch impedance formulation.

The unknowns in (2.43), V and 'b2, are the node voltages of the entire circuit and

the branch currents of the circuit in partition 2, respectively. The source vector

consisting of J and W includes the effects of independent current sources and

independent voltage sources, respectively. The matrix equation stated in (2.43) can

be solved for the unknown branch currents, hence the Y-parameters, by inversion

of the tableau.

The tableau is assembled in a systematic way from the values of the partial

elements and the structure of the equivalent circuit. Because of the natural sepa-

ration of the equivalent circuit in Figure 2.20 into an R-L-M series sub-circuit and

a G-C coupling sub-circuit, construction of the tableau can be performed in two

major steps; first assembling the Yb2, Zb2, Wb2, and A2 matrices for the R-L-M

sub-circuit, then assembling the Ybl and A1, for the G-C sub-circuit.

2.4.1. RLM Sub-Circuit

The network description of the R-L-M sub-circuit is considered first. The

branch relations for the elements in this partition can be stated as

Yb2Vb2 + Zb2Ib2 Wb2 (2.44)
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Entries in Yb2, Zb2, and Wb2 for several common components can be found by

examining the individual constitutive relations

Resistor: Vb RbIb 0

Inductor : Vb jwLblb 0

Voltage Source: Vb = Eb

(2.45)

The entries in Yb2 would be 1 for each of these components. The entries in Zb2 would

be Rb, jwLb, and 0 for the resistor, inductor, and voltage source, respectively.

Furthermore, the entries in the source vector, Wb2 would be 0 for the resistor and

inductor, and the magnitude, Eb, for the voltage source. These ideas can be extended

to the complete R-L-M sub-circuit of the 1.25 turn spiral inductor, as shown in

Figure 2.22. The Zb2 matrix for this circuit can be formed by combining the branch

FIGURE 2.22. Series R-L-M sub-circuit for 1.25 turn spiral inductor.

impedance matrix for the R-L-M circuit with two extra columns and rows of zeros

for the voltage sources that will be used at ports 1 and 2.



00 0
00 0

Zb2 (2.46)
Zb

00
The branch impedance matrix, 4, is defined as

Zb = RbDG + jwLb (2.47)

where RbDC is the branch resistance matrix of the inductor at DC and contains

non-zero entries only along the diagonal. For example, RbDC (x, x), would be the self

partial resistance of filament(branch) x and so on. The matrix Lb is the complex-

valued, branch inductance matrix as described by (2.32). Both of these matrices

contain partial component values found using the techniques described in Sections

2.2.2 and 2.3.1. Overall, the Zb2 matrix is (m+2) by (m+2), where in is the number

of filaments in the equivalent circuit and the extra two rows and columns are due

to the voltage sources.

The matrix Yb2 is also an (m + 2) by (m + 2) matrix, although for this type

of circuit it becomes the identity matrix. In general, Yb2 would contain entries for

branches in partition 2 that are described by admittances.

The source vector Wb2, in general, contains the magnitudes of all independent

voltage sources in the circuit. In this case, only two entries can be non-zero, and

Wb2 can be written as

Ebl

Eb2

Wb2 = 0 (2.48)

0
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Here the voltage sources have been defined as branches one and two of the equivalent

circuit. To find yii and Y21, Ebi = lv while Eb2 = Ov and vice versa to find Y12 and

Y22.

While the constitutive relationships described by (2.44) relate the branch

currents and voltages of the R-L-M sub-circuit, they do not describe how the cir-

cuit is assembled. In fact, the branch and node numbering scheme is completely

arbitrary. To include this information, A2, the "branch incidence matrix", must be

formulated. This matrix describes to what nodes each branch is connected as well

as the directions defined for positive branch currents. In general, a branch incidence

matrix must satisfy KCL for the circuit being solved. KCL can be stated in matrix

form as

AIb 0 (2.49)

It also must satisfy KVL which can be stated as

ATV = Vb (2.50)

Where 'b, Vb, and V,. are the branch currents, branch voltages, and node voltages

of the R-L-M sub-circuit, respectively. Each column of the incidence matrix cor-

responds to a branch of the circuit while each row corresponds to a node. Every

column will have only one or two non-zero entries. For branches connected between

two circuit nodes, a 1 is placed in the row corresponding to the node that the branch

current leaves and a -1 in the row corresponding to the node that the branch cur-

rent enters. Branches connected between a circuit node and the ground node have

only a single non-zero entry, a 1 or -1 (depending on the current direction) in the

row corresponding to the circuit node. The repetitive nature of the series R-L-M



components make this matrix straight-forward to assemble. A possible formulation

of the incidence matrix for the R-L-M sub-circuit could be

101 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 .. 0

A2 = 0 0 0 0 1 ... 0 (2.51)

000 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 ... 1
The first two columns show the connections of the two voltage sources as being be-

tween ports one and two and ground, this also infers that the sources are branches

one and two. This formulation assumes that the branch currents in all of the fila-

ments are assumed to flow from port one towards port two, the nodes and filaments

are numbered starting from port one and ending at port two, and that there is only

one filament per segment, i.e. no discretization. If the segments were discretized, the

incidence matrix would have multiple identical columns for each parallel filament.

2.4.2. GC Sub-Circuit

The G-C coupling portion of the equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 2.23,

can be described with the branch-admittance relationship

YblVbl 'bl (2.52)

where Vbl and 'bl are the branch voltages and currents and Ybl is the branch

admittance matrix. For the G-C sub-circuit in Figure 2.23 the branch admittance

matrix can be formulated as



FIGURE 2.23. G-C coupling sub-circuit for 1.25 turn spiral inductor.

= Gbl + JWCb1 (2.53)

For this type of sub-circuit, both Gbl and Cbl contain non-zero entries only along

their diagonals. The entries can be found using the technique explained in Section

2.3.3. The branch numbering scheme determines the order of the entries, while

the number of segments and the coupling approximation used affects the number

of entries (i.e. the overall size of the branch admittance matrix). For rectangular

spiral inductors, the "nearest-neighbor" approximation results in 4t + 1 self coupling

terms, as well as 4t 3 nearest-neighbor terms, where t is the number of turns.

It is also necessary to formulate an incidence matrix, A1, for the C-C sub-

circuit. For the 1.25 turn rectangular spiral in Figure 2.19, the A1 matrix can be

written as



A1=
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1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0100000 1

0010000 0
(2.54)0001000 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

where the first six columns describe the connections of the shunt coupling from

each node to ground and the last two columns include the lateral coupling between

segments one and five.

Finally, the vector J contains n entries, where n is the number of nodes.

Each entry of this vector contains the sum of all independent current sources con-

nected to a particular node. For the equivalent circuits considered in this thesis, the

vector J contains all zeros as there is no need for current sources.

Because of the frequency dependent nature of many of the partial elements

that comprise the equivalent circuits, the Ybl, Yb2, and Zb2 sub-matrices must

be computed at each frequency point. Hence, the tableau must be constructed

and inverted at each frequency point. Despite this drawback, the MNA approach

provides an efficient method for solving the equivalent circuits determined from the

enhanced PEEC analysis.

2.5. Conclusion

The need for accurate frequency-domain information from spiral inductors

has increased as wireless applications have become popular. This chapter has pre-

sented an alternative to the time-consuming full-wave simulations that typically
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must be used to obtain accurate results. Specifically, a PEEC model has been pre-

sented which allows the complex electromagnetic problem to be replaced with an

equivalent circuit built from frequency-dependent lumped elements. The conductor-

skin and proximity effects are included through subdivision of the spiral inductor

segments. Magnetic field losses in the lossy silicon substrate are included using

an efficient complex-image technique. This complex-image approach makes use of

existing closed-form equations for partial inductance in free-space. The frequency-

dependent electric field coupling is included using a transmission-line approximation.

This allows the use of a fast quasi-static SDA solver to find the partial component

values. The complete equivalent circuit is assembled and solved at each frequency

point for the two-port Y-parameters through MNA. This circuit solution technique

allows the series R-L-M and G-C coupling networks to be described with different

methods, while providing a solution for the entire equivalent circuit. This combined

approach includes all major non-ideal effects and can be used for a number of spiral

inductor geometries and substrate configurations.
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3. COMPACT EQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT MODELLING

3.1. Introduction

While the frequency-domain information obtained from the enhanced PEEC

model presented in Chapter 2 is useful for predicting how a spiral inductor will

perform, it lacks the ability to be directly used in a time-domain simulation. This is

due, in part, to the large number of circuit elements composing the equivalent circuit.

Perhaps more importantly, most commercial circuit simulators lack the ability to

incorporate frequency dependent components into time-domain simulations. As

such, ideal compact circuit models, usable for time-domain simulations, can be

very useful to the RFIC design engineer. To give designers a real benefit, the

compact model topology should use a minimum number of ideal lumped elements

while offering a maximum amount of modeling flexibility. Furthermore, having a

robust automated extraction procedure is desirable to reliably and efficiently extract

the model parameters for a given spiral inductor design.

This chapter presents a methodology for wide-band compact modeling of

spiral inductors on lossy silicon substrate including automated parameter extraction.

Section 3.2 discusses the typical frequency domain behavior of spiral inductors on

lossy silicon, as an understanding of these trends is critical to developing wide-band

compact models. Emphasis is given to the series and shunt information obtained

from a frequency dependent pi-model calculated from the two port Y-parameters.

Section 3.3 discusses the commonly used nine-element compact model and addresses

its inability to accurately reproduce several of the trends discussed in Section 3.2. A

new wide-band compact model suitable for spiral inductors on high-loss substrates
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is described in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 details the extraction procedure

developed for the new wide-band compact model.

3.2. Frequency Domain Trends of Spiral Inductors

To develop wide-band compact models for spiral inductors, it is useful to first

explore their frequency domain characteristics. This understanding can provide a

logical basis for developing new compact models as well as choosing from existing

ones. Most often, when spiral inductors are characterized over a wide frequency

'1(w)+Y12(w) I
I

2(W)2(w)

FIGURE 3.1. Generic Two-Port Y-parameter Pi-model.

range, a network analyzer is used to measure the S-parameters. While this can pro-

vide accurate wide-band information about a spiral inductor, it gives little insight to

component characteristics such as Q or inductance. However, this information can

be easily obtained through Y-parameters. Y-parameters are particularly useful to

this study because of their natural relationship to the two-port pi-model shown in

Figure 3.1. This pi-model configuration can be used to separate the series and shunt
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information from a set of measurements. By making some assumptions about the

c10(;

L12(w) 2(W)

FIGURE 3.2. Frequency-dependent pi-model for spiral inductors on silicon
substrates.

physical nature of a spiral, a frequency-dependent compact equivalent circuit can

be found, based on the Y-parameter pi-model. This equivalent circuit for spiral in-

ductors, shown in Figure 3.2, is mainly useful as a way to interpret the Y-parameter

measurements. Logically, the series circuit is chosen to consist of a frequency de-

pendent inductance, L12(w), and resistance, R12(w), connected in series between

ports one and two. Each shunt circuit contains a parallel-connected conductance,

G0(w), and capacitance, C0(w) (x = 1,2). These components can be calculated

from Y-parameters using the following relationships

Im(
Y12(W))L12(w) =
w

R12(w) = Re (Y:())

Im(Y(w) + Y12(w))
Co(w)

w

G(w) = Re(Y(w) + Y12())
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FIGURE 3.3. Trends for L12(w) and Ri2(w).

(3.1)

The resulting six circuit parameters are not oniy functions of frequency, but are also

geometry and substrate dependent. Unfortunately, there can be drastic differences

in several of these trends as substrate resistivity is varied. In the following, average

frequency domain behavior is described for a medium sized spiral inductor on low-

and high-loss substrates. Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.9 have been created with

vertical axes to give the reader an idea of the magnitudes and units associated with

the various trends.

Typical trends of L12(w) and R12(w) for a medium sized spiral inductor on

high and low-loss substrates have been plotted in Figure 3.3(a) and (b), respectively.

In Figure 3.3(a), both cases of substrate resistivity result in a series inductance

that decreases at low frequencies due to the conductor skin- and proximity-effect.

As frequency increases, however, the higher resistivity case begins to increase in

anticipation of a resonance. This resonance is not the same as the self-resonance of
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the spiral inductor which can be observed when one of the ports is excited and the

other is shorted to ground. In contrast, the series inductance of the lower resistivity

case continues to decrease as the eddy currents move closer to the spiral, effectively

cancelling the flux of the inductor. The series resistance shown in Figure 3.3(b) is

also quite different for both substrate cases. The high-resistivity case exhibits a peak

and then becomes increasingly negative. This phenomenon is usually attributed to

the distributed nature of the spiral inductor and signifies the increasing phase delay

between ports one and two. For the lower-resistivity case, the trend in R12(w) is

dominated by the losses associated with the eddy-currents flowing in the substrate.

Generally, spiral inductors on high loss substrates will not exhibit a negative series

resistance until a much higher frequency as compared to the low-loss case. This can

be explained by considering the different propagation modes of on-chip microstrip

transmission lines. Using Hasegawa's nomenclature, [47], microstrip on the low-loss

substrate (between 1 and 10 GHz) operates in the transition region between the

"slow-wave" and "dielectric quasi-TEM" modes, resulting in a lower phase velocity.

By comparison, microstrip on the high-loss substrate, over the same frequency range,

is operating in the "skin-effect" mode which has a much larger phase velocity, hence

a smaller phase delay between ports one and two.

Figure 3.4(a) and (b) show the typical trends for the shunt capacitances and

conductances as functions of frequency and substrate resistivity. The trends have

similar shapes for both substrate cases but the lower loss case has a much stronger

dependence on frequency in the low GHz range. This behavior can also be related

to the transition from slow-wave to dielectric quasi-TEM propagation modes. In

general, the shunt information at ports one and two will be somewhat different

because of the asymmetric nature of most spiral inductors.
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3.3. Nine-Element Compact Model

(b)

Although the frequency dependent model shown in Figure 3.2 is a step in the

right direction, it does not achieve the goal of a (true) time-domain model built from

ideal lumped components. One of the most commonly used compact spiral inductor

models, which can be used in the time-domain, is the standard "9-element" pi-model

(e.g. [31], [32]), which is shown in Figure 3.5. The series branch of the 9-element

model consists of a series combination of a fixed ideal inductor, L5, and resistor, R3,

together with a parallel-connected capacitor, C. The coupling capacitance, C, is

usually thought of as representing the capacitive coupling to the underpass as well

as between the turns of the spiral inductor. While this model has been successfully

used over a wide frequency range for spiral inductors on low-loss substrates such

as high-resistivity silicon (HRS) or sapphire [48], it does not properly model wide-

band eddy-current loss in the silicon substrate for medium to heavily doped silicon

processes. As mentioned previously, this loss effect (along with several others) can
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FIGURE 3.5. Nine-element compact model.

cause a pronounced dip in the inductance as a function of frequency. The trends

obtainable from the series circuit of a typical 9-element model are shown in Figure

3.6(a) and (b). It can be observed that below the resonant frequency of the 9-

element model's series branch, the inductance and resistance are both monotonically

increasing functions of frequency. These trends limit the usefulness of the 9-element

model's series-circuit as part of a wide-band compact model for spiral inductors on

low resistivity substrates.

The shunt circuit used in the 9-element model is usually known as a standard

"C-GC" circuit topology and has been successfully used in wide-band modelling of

transmission lines on Si-Si02 substrates [49], [50]. The trends of the C-GC shunt

circuit, as well as a more generalized version, are discussed in detail in the following

section.
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3.4. Transformer-Loop Compact Model

Due to the shortcomings of the 9-element model when applied to spirals on

iossy substrates, a new compact model has been developed which is particularly

suited to this case. The new compact model achieves high accuracy over a wide

frequency range by using transformer loops (similar to the substrate current loops

used in the equivalent circuit model for on-chip interconnects [49], [50]) to model the

effects of frequency-dependent losses in spiral inductors, in particular eddy-current

loss in low-resistivity silicon substrates. This new topology is also desirable because

it leads to a simple automated extraction procedure, described in detail in Section

3.5.

Figure 3.7 shows the wide-band transformer-loop compact model for spiral

inductors, [51], [52]. In what follows, the series and shunt circuits of the new model

are described in detail as well as the frequency domain trends they are capable of

producing.



Transformer Loop Series Circuit
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FIGURE 3.7. Wide-band compact equivalent-circuit model for spiral inductors
on lossy substrates.

3.4.1. Series Circuit

The inductance Ld and resistance Rd in the series branch represent the spiral in-

ductor's series resistance and inductance at the low frequency limit. The coupling

capacitance, commonly used in the 9-element model, has been neglected to obtain

the correct trends for L12(w) and 1112(w). The inductance L5. and resistance R8

simulate the ith transformer loop to account for the frequency-dependent losses. The

mutual inductances M8, between L. and Ld can be thought of representing the in-

ductive coupling between the spiral metallization and the semiconducting substrate.

The impedance of the series branch with transformer loops is given by [50]:

Zseries(W) R + iwLd
M(jw)2

(3.2)'R +jwL8,j=1 s

where N is the number of transformer loops. With only a single loop, the series
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FIGURE 3.8. Trends for L12 and R12 for the transformer-loop model.

circuit is effectively a simple transformer with a resistive load. Each additional

transformer ioop adds an extra term to the summation in (3.2), which allows for

more variability in the frequency response. In general, one or two loops are sufficient

to provide a reasonable match to measured data.

Figures 3.8(a) and (b) show typical trends for L12(w) and R12(w) obtained

with the transformer loop series circuit. At low frequencies the transformer loops

are weakly coupled to Ld such that the frequency response of the series circuit is

dominated by LdC and Rd. As frequency increases, losses from the transformer loops

are reflected back to Ld causing a decrease in the series inductance and an increase

in the series resistance.

3.4.2. Shunt Circuit

The standard C-CC topology consisting of ideal C and C elements is used

for the shunt branches in the it-configuration of the wide-band compact model. In
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FIGURE 3.9. Trends for Cx0(w) and Gxo() for the C-GC shunt circuit.

certain cases, increased accuracy of the overall model can be obtained by using a

more general shunt circuit. This can be realized by adding one or more parallel C-C

combinations in series with the basic C-CC circuit. The input impedance of these

augmented circuits is:

1
Zshufltk (w) =

3WCOXk
+

+WCsbk,i
(3.3)

where N is the total number of GC combinations in the shunt circuit and k (k = 1, 2)

is the port number. The typical trends that can be obtained with the basic C-CC

and extended shunt circuits can be seen in Figures 3.9(a) and (b).

3.5. Extraction Procedure

An important consideration in developing compact models is the need for a

fast and accurate means of extracting the component values. Typically, compact

models, such as the 9-element model, are extracted using a time-consuming opti-
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mizer. Because most optimizers involve an iterative solution process they can be

prone to convergence problems, depending on the initial values supplied by the user.

The optimizer may converge to a "local minimum" or possibly never reach conver-

gence. To avoid these problems with the more complex transformer ioop model,

a robust CAD-oriented extraction methodology has been developed using a least-

squares (LS) fitting procedure. Because of the large number of frequency points and

limited number of components, the LS fitting procedure involves the solution of an

over-determined system of equations.

As (3.2) and (3.3) show, both the series and shunt impedance functions in-

dude summations of single pole terms which can be combined as rational polyno-

mial functions of jw. To take advantage of the rational polynomial form, Cauchy's

method [53], [54] is used to extract the component values involved in the summa-

tions. To illustrate the extraction procedure, the main steps are described for the

series circuit branch. The shunt circuit extraction is similar, the main differences

are explained.

3.5.1. Series Circuit

The series impedance can be directly obtained from the measured Y12 admit-

tance parameter as

1
Zseries() = = R12(w) +jwLi2(w) (3.4)

Y12(w)

The dc values of L(w) and R(w) can be found by separating the measured data,

according to (3.4), into the resistive and inductive parts and extracting the low

frequency asymptotes of both curves. After obtaining Rd and Ld, the remaining

unknowns in (3.2) are isolated as follows



N
Rd + jWLd Zserzes(W)T(jw) =: (3.5)

(jw)2 R + jwL,i-i

The remaining terms on the RHS of (3.5) are due to the transformer loops and are

contained in a summation of single pole functions. This summation can be rewritten

as a rational polynomial in jw

T(jw) a0 + ai(jw) + + a_1(jw)N_l N(jw)
b0 + bi(jw) + + bN(jw)N D(jw)

(3.6)

Rewriting (3.6) and applying it at each frequency point Wm (m = 1, 2,. .. , M) results

in a set of M complex equations of the form

T(jm) * D(jWm) N(jWm) 0 (3.7)

For the series circuit with two transformer-loops, (3.7) would be written as

T(j) * (b0 + bi(j) + b2(jw)2) (ao + ai(jw)) = 0 (3.8)

It is desirable to satisfy (3.8) at all frequency points of interest, generating a system

of equations. A matrix equation can be written to represent the system

b0

T(jwi) (jw1) * T(jwi) (jw)2 * T(jwi) 1 (jwi) 0

T(jw2) (jw2) * T(jw2) (jw2)2 * T(jw2) 1 (j2) 0
* b2 =

a0
T(jwM) (jwM)*T(jwM) (jwM)2*T(jwM) 1 (jwM) 0

a1

(3.9)

To force the coefficients to be real, each of the complex equations are further divided

each into separate real and imaginary equations. The resulting system consists of

2M equations and 2N+ 1 unknowns, where N is the number of transformer loops and
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M is the number of frequency points. For most practical situations 1 or 2 transformer

loops are used, resulting in 3 or 5 unknown coefficients, and the number of frequency

points may be on the order of 100. The resulting system is vastly over-determined

and cannot be solved by simple inversion.

At this point it is useful to summarize what is being attempted. Not only

is the system over-determined but it is also a homogeneous equation, meaning a

non-trivial solution will be needed. There are two reasons why attempting to find

the exact solution to this system is a waste of time. First, it can be shown that if the

column vectors of the coefficient matrix, A, are linearly independent then the only

solution to the homogeneous equation Ax = 0 is the trivial solution, [55]. Second,

because the frequency data can come from measurements, it is likely to contain

noise which is undesirable for the equivalent circuit to reproduce. It is known, by

inspection, that the column vectors of A are linearly independent so a different way

to obtain the coefficients must be used.

If an arbitrary coefficient vector x, is considered as a possible solution, then

the resulting error vector produced from this sub-optimal solution is

Ax = e (3.10)

It is possible to minimize the magnitude of the error, with respect to the Euclidian

inner product, by rewriting (3.10) as the corresponding normal equation

ATAx = ATe = e' (3.11)

where the vector, e', can still be considered as the error of the approximation. The

minimum error vector can be found by solving the eigenvalue equation

ATAx = \minx (3.12)



where Amin is the minimum eigenvalue of A and x is its associated eigenvector.

The components of the resulting eigenvector provide the coefficients of the rational

polynomial function, (3.5).

Now that the coefficients of the rational polynomial are known, a partial

fraction expansion must be performed to obtain the poles and residues of the system

Tna0 + a1(j) +... + an_i(jw)1
+ .. . + (3.13)

b0 + bi(jw) + + b(jw) (jw) P1 (iw) p

And finally, the component values can be obtained for the series circuit from the

single pole functions

M2

(jW)_pj (jw)+
(3.14)

Obviously, only two of the three transformer loop components are exactly specified.

For instance, the transformer loop self inductance, can be chosen arbitrarily as

1pH. Note that this extraction approach is feasible because of the simple mapping

between the coefficients of the resulting rational polynomial and the component

values.

Some caution must be used with this approach however, in regard to the poles

and zeros of the resulting rational polynomial function. Although this approach

guarantees real coefficients, only solutions that have the proper poles and zeros can

be used. The transformer loop series circuit, as with all RL or RC circuits, can

only exhibit poles and zeros in a particular constellation, as shown in Figure 3.10.

This restriction can be translated into the following rules for the poles and residues

resulting from the partial fraction expansion

r > 0, Im(r1) = 0

and

(3.15)
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FIGURE 3.10. Pole-zero map for the series circuit of the transformer-loop model.

p <0, Im(p) = 0 (3.16)

There is nothing inherent in this least squares solution method that guarantees the

resulting poles and residues will conform to (3.15) and (3.16). Experimentally, sev-

eral factors have been determined which can influence the success of the extraction

in terms of the pole/zero locations.

Two of the most important variables are the amount of noise and the overall

shape, or trends, of the measurement data. Excessive noise can encourage complex

pole pairs which the transformer loop circuit is unable to reproduce. This can be

avoided by use of a noise reduction technique, such as LS polynomial curve fitting.

The trends of the data used in the extraction can be adjusted by varying the values of

the components Ld and CO3 for the series and shunt circuit extractions, respectively.

This is possible because base-line values for these components are calculated from

the raw measurement data first, then used to transform the data prior to extraction.

A change of only a few percent in these components can have a very distinct effect

on the transformed data's, (3.5) and (3.17), frequency domain trends.



3.5.2. Shunt Circuit

The impedance function of the shunt circuits is similar in form to that of

the series branch circuit, as can be seen from (3.3). C0 can be extracted from the

low frequency asymptote of the shunt impedance, and the impedance function is

rearranged as follows:

N
1

Zshufltk (w)
JWCOXk Cu + iWCsubk,

(3.17)

This form directly leads to an extraction using Cauchy's method as explained above.

Because of the similarities in the impedance functions of the series and shunt

circuits of the transformer-loop compact model, the same algorithm can be used to

extract all three branches of the equivalent circuit, which leads to a very compact

and efficient extraction procedure.

3.6. Conclusion

A new methodology for compact equivalent-circuit modelling of spiral induc-

tors on lossy silicon has been presented. The modelling methodology consists of

both a wide-band compact equivalent circuit model and an automated extraction

procedure. The frequency-dependence in the series resistance and inductance of

the spiral is modelled using coupled transformer ioops, which mainly represent the

effects of eddy-current loss in the semiconducting substrate. The automated ex-

traction procedure is based on Cauchy's method and takes advantage of the simple

mapping between the coefficients of the rational impedance functions and the equiv-

alent circuit elements. The extracted transformer-loop model leads to a significant

improvement in the ability to model the Q of a class of on-chip spiral inductors.
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Component Single-Loop Double-Loop

RDC 2.283 2.299

LDC 2.014 nH 2.146 nH

R1 32,317.7c1 4O,491.8L

L1 1.0tH 1.0tH
18.439 nH 17.563 nH

R2 2,126.9
L82 1.01.tH

M2 12.520nH

TABLE 4.1. Component values for the single- and double-loop series circuits for
the transformer-loop compact model of the 2.OnH spiral.

Porti Port2
Component C-GC C-GC-GC C-GC C-GC-GC

53.02fF 58.82fF 51.55fF 51.97 fF

RSUbl 69.75c2 31.60Q 83.66 ci 14.38 ci

292.04fF 300.07fF 213.97fF 4.73fF

RSUb2 399.78 ci 87.34 ci

CSUb2 360.15fF 308.70 fF

TABLE 4.2. Component values for the C-GC and C-GC-GC shunt circuits for the
transformer-loop compact model of the 2.OnH spiral.













5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1. Conclusions

As wireless applications become increasingly popular, the demand for high

quality on-chip spiral inductors has grown exponentially. The people behind that

increased demand are, of course, the circuit designers who need accurate compact

models for their circuit simulations. More importantly, the proposed spiral inductor

that the compact model is extracted from should meet or exceed all of their expec-

tations in terms of Q, inductance, etc. Much, if not all, of this work typically falls

to the device engineer who often has limited resources for designing and modelling

spiral inductors. This thesis presents a complete modelling methodology allowing a

device engineer or circuit designer to design, test, and model on-chip spiral inductors

for RF applications.

A scalable, predictive model, based on an enhanced PEEC formulation, was

presented in chapter 2. The PEEC model utilizes a new complex-image technique to

accurately include the eddy current losses affecting spirals on lossy silicon substrate.

This flexible approach can provide frequency domain information such as Qu (w),

Lii(w), or Rii(w) for a variety of spiral geometries and substrate configurations.

A new wide-band compact equivalent-circuit model for spiral inductors on

high-loss substrates was presented in chapter 3. The new compact model is useful for

frequency- or time-domain simulations in any popular circuit simulation program.

Wide-band accuracy is achieved through the use of "transformer-loops" to model

substrate and conductor losses. To further extend the usefulness of the transformer-

loop compact model, a fast extraction technique was presented, based on a least-

squares fitting technique.



Results for both the scalable and compact models were presented in chapter 4.

Measurements from a 2.OnH octagonal spiral inductor on a high-loss epi-substrate

were compared with results from the scalable PEEC model. A transformer-loop

compact model was also extracted from the measurements for comparison. Good

agreement was demonstrated over a 100MHz to 10GHz frequency range for both of

the models. To further illustrate the versatility of the enhanced PEEC approach, a

comparison with measurements from a 4.3nH octagonal spiral on a low-loss substrate

is made. Again, good agreement is shown over the 100MHz to 10GHz frequency

range.

5.2. Future Research

The future of this research lies mainly in two different directions: improving

the scalable model and development of new compact modelling techniques.

The most immediate improvement to the scalable model will most likely be

the development of a more flexible technique for calculating the partial capacitances

and resistances coupling the segments to one-another and to ground. The present

technique involving a transmission-line simulation is fast but ignores many second-

order phenomena such as corner effects and coupling between the underpass and the

spiral. A more versatile technique such as a Green's function method is a possibility.

To allow the scalable model to be used to its fullest design capabilities, more

work must be done to provide an automated optimization methodology. In many

cases, a design is desired where a peak Q is needed at a particular frequency with a

limited amount of chip real-estate. This problem is classified as a constrained opti-



mization problem and many techniques could be adapted and improved to provide

this capability to the scalable model presented in this thesis.

Another definite direction for the enhanced-PEEC scalable model will be the

addition of new types of spiral inductor structures such as multi-layer spirals (series

and shunt connections), transformer structures, and differential spiral inductors.

Similarly, future research for the wide-band compact modelling effort will

involve the development of new compact models for transformers as well as differ-

ential spirals. Additionally, there is a high demand for compact models with the

ability to demonstrate a significant phase delay. In general, a focus on a new class

of compact models with variable complexity will be necessary to meet the demands

of the wireless industry. New flexible extraction techniques optimized for robustness

and either speed, or wide-band accuracy must also be developed to allow a faster

design-cycle.
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APPENDIX A. Integral Formulation for PEEC

Faraday's law can be stated in differential form as

VxE= (Al)

The vector magnetic potential A can now be defined using the curl relationship

B=VxA (A2)

Equation (A2) is valid because of the solenoidal nature of B (V. B = 0). The vector

magnetic potential can be combined with Faraday's law

VxE=-(VxA)
(A3)

The parenthetical portion of (A3) is curl-free, thus it can be expressed as the gradient

of a scalar field. The scalar electric potential can be used, as this is consistent with

the electrostatic case.

VV (A4)

At this point the total electric field is split into two parts: E = E,, + E' where E0 is

the applied electric field and E' is the field induced by charges and currents in the

circuit. With this understanding (A4) can be rewritten eq.A4

E=VV
E0+E'=E0-VV- (A5)

It is also known that the total electric field must obey Ohm's law at all points in

the circuit:
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E= (A6)

where the conductivity a can be a function of space coordinates. As such, (A5) and

(A6) can be combined as

DA J
at
aA JE0=VV+--+ (A7)

Where (A7) is the differential equation governing the PEEC modelling methodology.
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is based on linear equations and has been applied to the rectangular and octagonal

spiral inductor geometries. The technique is first described for the rectangular

geometry and is then applied to the more complex octagonal geometry.

Figure B.1 shows the layout for a 2.5 turn rectangular spiral inductor. The

physical information needed to automatically generate the layout has been labelled

as w, the width of the conductors, s, the conductor spacing, L1, L2, the outer lengths

of both sides, and N, the number of turns. The underpass layer has been neglected

to clarify the important features. To find an equivalent circuit for this spiral inductor

it is necessary to replace the ideal layout with an approximation as shown in Figure

B.2, where black dots label the corresponding nodes of the equivalent circuit. This

approach neglects the non-uniform currents that flow in the corners of the spiral

inductor by extending the straight segments to meet at a mid-point. This simplifies

the application of the PEEC method by allowing standard closed-form equations for

partial inductance to be used. Four straight lines can be drawn which intersect the

end-points of each of the segments as shown in Figure B.3. It can be shown that

these lines are described by the following linear equations

(Bi)

y2=L1L2+x (B2)

y3=L2x (B3)

y4=x(w+s) (B4)

The origin has been arbitrarily placed at the lower left-hand corner of the outer-

most segment resulting in positive co-ordinates for all segments. The x-coordinates

of the vertical segments can be found by inspection and used as inputs to the linear

equations to find the proper Y co-ordinates of the end-points. The end-points of the
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APPENDIX C. Partial Inductance Formulas

The research presented in this thesis makes use of several different formulas for par-

tial inductance. These formulas can be divided into two categories: formulas for

parallel conductors and formulas for angled conductors. The formulas for parallel

conductors are presented first.

C.1. Formulas for Parallel Conductors

C. 1.1. Parallel Rectangular Bars

The following formula is useful for calculating the self- and mutual-inductance

of rectangular bars, [38]

hoM= y4 z4)
xln

(x+ /x2 +y2 +z2\____
4irabcd

L
24 24 /y2 + z2 )

7x2z2 x4 \ + + y2 + z2+(\____)Yin (y
Yx2+z2

)

x4 y4 \ (z + y2 + z2\
+

(y2x2 y2+x2
)

+ (x4 + y4 + z4 3x2y2 3y2z2 3z2x2) x2 + y2 + z2

_tan_1 (

)

XYZ tan_i
(

xz
6 ZX2+y2+z2 6 \yX2+y2+Z2)

Ea,E+d Pb,P+c 1311,13+12

x3yz

6
(xx2+y2+z2)]

(x) (y)

]

(z) (Cl)
E+da,E P+cb,P

l3+l21i ,13

Equation (Cl) has been modified to give inductance in henries if the input param-

eters are in meters. Figure C. 1 shows the relative positions of two rectangular bars
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with all of the information needed to calculate the mutual inductance using (Cl).

E, P, or 13 can be positive or negative depending on the quadrants of the two con-

ductors. Self-inductance can be found by calculating the mutual inductance of two

identical bars in the same location, i.e. E = 0, P = 0, and l3 = 0. Because of

z

FIGURE C.1. Parallel rectangular bars.

x

the complexity of the calculation involved, a short-hand notation has been used to

simplify (Cl). Equation (C2) shows how to correctly interpret (Cl).

-iri,r3 4 4 41q1,q3 I

[[[f(x y,

z)]
(x)j (Y) (z) (_l)2+J+k+1f(qi r, Sk) (C2)

I

81,33

q2,q4 i=1 j=1 k=1

Some caution must be exercised in using (Cl). For cases where the distances

between the bars, E, P, or 13, are large compared to the width, height, or length,

of the bars, respectively, the resulting numerical noise can become significant.
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C.1.2. Parallel Filaments

For cases in which the distance between the bars is large compared to the

dimensions, the following filamental formula can be used with good accuracy, [391.

where

M = [csinh_1 j3sinlr1 'ysinh +8sinh

- d2 + + d2 + + d2 2 + d2] (C3)

c=l+m+8, /3=l+S, 'y=m+6. (C4)

Equation (C3) has been modified from the original version to give inductance in

henries with inputs of meters. The input parameters for C3 are shown in Figure

C.2. If the filaments overlap, becomes negative. Again, caution must be used

Ii 'I
4

Id
I m

FIGURE C.2. Parallel filaments.

with this formula; for cases where the bars are in close proximity to each other, the

filamental approximation can be inaccurate.

In general, for rectangular bars that are relatively close to each other, Equa-

tion (Cl) should be used, while for distant bars, (C3) gives accurate results with a
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fraction of the computation time needed.

C.2. Angled Conductors

All of the following formulas are for the filamental approximation due to

the lack of closed-form equations for partial mutual inductance between angled

rectangular bars. These formulas are taken from 139] with slight modifications to

give inductance in henries when the input parameters are inmeters.

C.2.1. Uneq'ual Angled Filaments Meeting at a Point

Figure C.3 illustrates the first, and simplest, case of angled filaments with un-

equal lengths meeting at a point. The following formula gives the mutual inductance

FIGURE C.3. Unequal angled filaments meeting at a point.

between the touching filaments.
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M = cos() + mtanh1 (C5)
io

[itanh-'
m I

]27r l+R m+R

In some situations, only one of or R will be easily obtainable. The following

equations demonstrate how E can be calculated from R and vice versa.

cos(E) = (C6)
2lrn

R2 m2 m
(C7)

C. 2.2. Unequal Angled Filaments in the Same Plane, Not Touching

Figure C.4 illustrates the case of filaments in the same plane without an

intersection. Formula (C8) gives good accuracy for this case. All of the necessary

FIGURE C.4. Unequal angled filaments in the same plane, not touching.

input parameters are labelled in Figure C.4.



M = cos() + 1) tanh1
R1 ± R2

+ (v + m) tanh'
R1 ± R427r

tanh1 m vtanh1 1

]
(C8)

R3+R4 R2+R3

In some situations, only , t and i or R1, R2, R3, and R4 will be easily obtainable.

The following equations demonstrate how , a and v can be calculated from R1, R2,

R3, and R4.

where

2rn21(R R - 12) + ci21(R rn2)
(C9)[1

4l2m2
2rnl2(R R rn2) + ü2rn(R R - 12)

(ClO)V
412m2 c4

(Cli)cos(E) =
21m

(C12)

The following relationships can be used to find R1, R2, R3, and R4 from t, v, and

E.

= (t + 1)2 + (v + rn)2 2( + l)(v + rn) cos(E)

R = (j + 1)2 + v2 2v( + 1) cos(E)

R 2 +v2 2/ivcos(E)

R ,2 + (v + rn)2 2p(v + m) cos(E)

C.2.3. Unequal Angled Filaments in any Position, Not Touching

(C13)

(C14)

(C15)

(C16)

The most complex case of angled filaments is illustrated in Figure C.5. The
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FIGURE C.5. Unequal angled filaments in any position, not touching.

following equation can be used to calculate the mutual inductance for this case.

1mM = cos(E) +1) tanh1 + (v + m) tanh'
2ir

[ R1+R2 R1+R4

tanh' m
v tanh1 1 1 lid

R3 + R4 R2 + R3j sin(E)
(C17)

where

ll==tan' (d2cos(E)+(+1)(v+m)sin2(E))dR1 sin(E)

tan' (d2 cos(E) + (t + l)v sin2(E))
dR2 sin(E)

+tan1 (d2 cos(E) + ,uvsin2(E)
dR3 sin(E) )

1 (d2cos(E)+[L(u+m)sln2(E))
(C18)tan

dR4sin(E)
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In some situations, only E, d, i and v or R1, R2, R3, and R4 will be easily obtainable.

The following equations demonstrate how , ,ii, and d can be calculated from R1,

R2, R3, and R4.

2rn2l(R R - 12) + a2l(R R rn2)
(c19)/1

412rn2 a4

2rnl2(R R rn2) + a2m(R R - 12)
(c2o)1) =

4l2rn2 a4

a2
cos(E) = (C21)

21m

d2 = R ,2
+ 2iv cos(E) (C22)

a2 = R R + R (C23)

The following relationships can be used to find R1, R2, R3, and R4 from d, ii,

and 5.

R = d2 + ( + 1)2 + (ii + rn)2 2( + l)(v + rn) cos(s) (C24)

R = d2 + (t + 1)2 + 2v( + 1) cos(s) (C25)

R = d2 + 2 + 2w cos(s) (C26)

R = d2 + 2
+ (v + rn)2 2(v + rn) cos(s) (C27)

In general, care must be taken when using Equations (C.3), (C.4), and (C.5).

All of these equations involve trigonometric functions which can give the resulting

mutual inductance a negative sign, regardless of the current directions. In any im-

plementation, the most effective method to test the results of one of these equations

is to compare the resulting mutual inductane of two filaments with a very small s

with the mutual inductance between two parallel filaments having the same lengths

and spacing. As s approaches zero, the mutual inductance should converge to the

output of Equation (C3).




